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Consider a lattice ordered algebra A with identity over the rationals Q\A is called an/-wzg if a/\b = 0, c^O, implies that ca/\b~ac
/\b = 0. The maximal /-ideals 99? of A form a compact Hausdorff space
in the hull-kernel topology. If A is archimedean, i.e. a so called $algebra, then it is known [5] that A is isomorphic to a subalgebra of
the partial algebra D(W) of all continuous functions ƒ: 99?—>R
KJ { ± oo } which are finite on a dense open set. The fact that there is a
sizable theory of ^-algebras [S], [6], [lO] with no counter part for the
more general class of/-rings may partly be due to the existence of this
representation, AQD^ffl) for ^-algebras, and a lack of such a representation in the nonarchimedean case. This latter representation has
the defect that it is not onto. Even when J9(99?) is an algebra, A need
not be all of D(9D?). Our objective is to give a representation which
not only corrects this defect, but also is applicable to a wider class of
/-rings. This new representation will show that the "f" in the term
"/-ring" is well justified.
Define E = U{A/M\
METt} ; TT: £->9D?, W1(M)=A/M.
Each
aEA gives a map â: 9)?—>£, â(M) = a+M. For any subset AiQA, set
Âi~ {â\aEAi}.
In order that AÇ^Â, the condition (A) will be assumed throughout to hold

(A) naw- {o}.
Appropriate topologies can be introduced in E and 2JÎ making w into
a structure which generalizes sheaves and fiber bundles—a so called
field. (For a complete theory of fields, see [3].) The topologies on E
and 5D? are unique in a certain well-defined sense. Let r(99?, E) be the
/-group of all continuous cross sections <r: 90?—>E with xo<r the
identity on 9ft. Then ir is continuous and ^4Cr(9K, E) is an /-subgroup. Let A *be the subalgebra A*= {aÇzA\ \a\ O l , s o m e O O £ Q } .
Then T(9W, £ ) * - {flrer(9W, E)\ \<r\ <â for some aEA*} is a convex
/-subgroup of r(9ft, £ ) .
Although for ease of exposition, A here is the additive group of a
ring, the multiplicative structure of A has not been used thus far.
The above construction will be carried out more generally for an
arbitrary /-group A and any set of prime subgroups 90? with H93? = {0}.
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